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1. Introduction. Let (t, x)--(t,..., t, x,..., x) be the coordinates
of C+ and let D(r, p) be an unbounded domian ia C+ defined by

D(r, p)" ={(t, x) e C+’v [tier, [XXn+], [tx+l, [XIp, (i:/:n/l)}
where lal’=max{[al, ..., [a]} or a= (a, ..., a) e C. The projection
image to D(r, p) to the t-space is a polydisk with center 0, which we denote
by z/(r)"={t e C ]tier}. The domain D(r, p) is a neighbourhood of (0, 0).

Consider a completely integrable Hamiltoniaa system of the form"

( 0 I) X_i_N(1) tOx=JH, J=
--I 0

with Hamiltonians H’,..., H holomorphic in D(r, p), where O=O/Ott and
H’=(H,,...,H) is the gradient vector of H in x. The system (1) is
said to have a singularity of regular type along a hyperplane S {t e (r)
t=0}, if H/t (2<i<N) are holomorphic in D(r, ) and if H does not have
t as a factor.

The purpose of this note is to obtain a reduction theorem for the
system (1)with a singularity of regular type along S (Theorem 1). This
result will be applied to. the Hamiltonian system ( (see 2) which is a
generalization of the sixth Painlev system [7] to a system of partial
differential equations obtained by a monodromy preserving deformation.

We say that a symplectic transformation " (t, x)-(t, X) is #-symplectic
if is holomorphic on D(r, p) and if D(r’, p’)(D(r, p)) for some positive
r’ and p’.

We define a class of Hamiltonians studied in this note. Consider a
Hamiltonian system (1) with a Hamiltonian H=(H’, ..., H). We expand
H in x as

H(t, x) 1 xHx(t, O) x+ h.(t) x" ’ +H(t, O) x+- +,++o
la +el +en + ll >3

for l<i<.N, where H denotes the Hessian of H with respect to x and

We assume the ollowing four conditions"
(A-l) H1, H/t, ..., H/t are bounded holomorphic functions in D(r, p).
(A-2) H satisfies
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where * stands for a tunetion of t’=(t, ..., t).

(A-3) e C \(- o, 0] (2 [1, c).
(A-4) hl,(t)l,__o=O if a=a/ and a e Z(e+e/).
The condition (A-l) implies that the singular locus of the system (1) is
S=z (r) {t 0}. Set,, "= {H=(H, ..., H") H satisfies (A-- 1), ..., (A-4)}.
Then our main theorem is

Theorem 1. For a completely integrable Hamiltonian system (1) with
H e r,,, there exists a #-symplectic transformation (t, x)--+(t, X) given by

r’ p’O, such that it takes the system (1) intox (t, X) e ,,,),
(2) timeX JH,x, liN
with the Hamiltonian H"

(O)(XlXn+l)m+lHI--r]XXn+-- h,(e+e.+)

H H=0.
Remark that we can obtain the Hamiltonian H from a given Hamil-

tonian H e,, by picking up the terms with powers a=m(e+e/,) and
by setting t=0. Moreover, by solving the system (2), we can obtain a
general solution of the system (1) through the #-symplectic transformation.
In fact,

Corollary 2. A Hamiltonian system (1) with H e r., has a 2n-para-
meter family of solutions of the form

x(t)=(t, X(t)),
where (t, X) is the transformation given in Theorem 1 and

X(t) (ct +a(c’c+l) c, Cn, C t-(/) C C,)+1 +2

h(z) (m+ 1) hml (el+ en +1)(
ml

c, ..., Cn being complex constants.
2. The Hamiltonian system (. The system is a completely

integrable system of exterior differential 1-forms

w=dq-- HJ dtj=O,. lj 3p,
(li_n).

(.0 dp,+ 3H. dt O,

The Hamiltonians H are. polynomials in (q, p) with coefficients rational in
t=(t, ..., t) of the form

Hi= 1 E.(t, q)pp-- r(t, q)p+q,]
t(t- 1) ,
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with E}(t, q), F(t, q) e C(t)[q] such that

Explicitly,

where
lKkKn+2

if i, ], k are distinct,
i i]=,
if i=]=k,

t,(t,--1)R,= t,(t- 1),
t-t

and t, ..., t/ are complex constants.
Let VC+ be the space of parameters 0"=(0,, ...,0/) of q(, and

let (() be the system ( with a parameter e V. For a birational
transformation T" (q, p, t)--.(q*, p*, t*), we denote by T. J((0) the system

(T-9*,=0, li2n.
A symmetry of ( is a pair a’=(T, 1) of a birational transformation
T" (q, p, t)-(q*, p*, t*) and an affine transformation l" VV such that
T.((0)=((1()) for all e V. For symmetries a=(T, 1) and a’=(T’, l’),
the product and the inverse are defined by a.a"=(T T’, l’) and a- "=

(T-’, 1-9, respectively.
Then we have
Proposition 3. There is a group of symmetries G of ( which is

isomo.rphic to the symmetric gro..up S/ on n+3 elements.
As to the explicit form of generators of G, see [5].
Consider the system ( on the space (P) C (t, q, p), then the

singular locus S of ( is
S= Sty, S,’--{t e (P’); t,

l<i,jn+3

where t/=0, t/=l and t/--o. Set
z.=US*, s,5.=s,\ 2 (s,s,),

i,j (k,1)(i,j)

and S,,--S\S. The hyperplanes S, in (P) are irreducible components
of S and S is the set of its smooth points. Each element a=(T, l)e G
indces a birational transformation tot* of (P9. If there is no fear of
confusion, we denote the birational transformation tt* also by T. We
investigate how the group G acts on the singular locus S.

Proposition 4. Let a--(T, l) be an element of G.
( a ) T maps S into itself.
(b) If T(S)cS, T is bihalomorphic o.n S,.
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(c) For any Si., there is an element of G which induces a biholo-
morphic map from SlY,n/1 to Si.

By virtue of this proposition we have only to study the solutions of
( along S,/ in order to study those along S.

:. Restriction of ’(8) to $1,/. In this section we show that the
restriction of ( to X0 (see Proposition 6) is J(_. We make use o this
act when we apply Theorem 1 to J((O). Consider, in general, a com-
pletely integrable Pfaffian system
( 3 ) tx=F(t, x), li<N
with independent variables t=(t, ., t) and unknowns x=t(x, ., x).
Assume that

F, F/t, ..., F/t e
where U={(t,x); ]t]r, lx]p}. Then the system (3) has a singularity
along the hyperplane S’=(t e z(r); t=0}. We want to find "a Pfaffian
system obtained by the restriction of the system (3) to its singular locus
S". To this end, suppose that there is a solution o (3) o the orm

x= (t) (t’) t,
m20

holomorphic at t=.0, where t’=(t,..., t). Since lim,oS(t)=go(t’),o(t’)
must satisfy the equations
( 4 ) F(0, t’, x)--- 0,
( 5 ) t3x=F(O, t’, x), 2i<N.
The system (5) with (4) is called the restriction of (3) to its singular locus
S. Put X {(0, t’, x) e U; F(0, t’, x)=0}. For the restriction (4) and (5),
we can prove

Proposition 5. (a) If the system (3) is completely integrable, so is
the system (5).

(b) Let x(t’) be a solution of the system (5) satisfying (0, tg, x(t’o)) e X
for some tg. Then (0, t’, x(t’)) e $ as long as x(t’) is defined.

Now we study the restriction o the system J((0) to a singular locus
S,/. Note that the Hamiltonian H has a simple pole along S,n/ and
H, ..., H are holomorphic there. Set

L" H]tl__0 (2in),L tiH1]t__o,
and define the variety 2: c C for (n(O) by

Z={(0, t’, q, p) e C3n; Lq,=L=0 (l_i<:_n)}.
Proposition 6. For the system J(n(O) with 1--O--On/, t?2, ., =/=0,

the algebraic variety is decomposed into irreducible components as

2:=X0 X,
1,<i2

where

with
X0 {(0, t’, q, p) e C3; q,=0, (1--O--On/)p,--f(q’, p’)}

f= (qjpj)(qp)-- qp--, (Oq--O)p+ x,
k k:/:l
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and X (1i2) are n-1 dimensional manifolds defined by the equations
q---c(i) and p-d(i), c(i) and d(i) being certain constants.

Corollary 7. If there is a solution (q(t), p(t)) of q((0) holomorphic at
to e S,+, then (t, q(t), p(t)) e for t e S,n/.

Consider the restriction o the system (t) to S,/. By the explicit
form of L, we see that Ll and L] (2_i, ]_n) do not contain p ex-
plicitly. Therefore the system

( 6 ) q L- p ----,L 2i,_ ]n_
t p t q

on X0 is completely integrable by virtue of Proposition 5.
Proposition 8. If 1----/4=0, the system (6) on o is the Hamil-

tonian system (_(0, ., 0, +t+, On/, 0/.).
This observation combined with Proposition 5 leads to
Proposition 9. Suppose that 1-t--0/ e Z. Let (0, tg) e S,/ and

let (q’, p’)=(b(t’), ..., b(t’), b/(t’), ..., b(t’)) be an arbitrary solution of
the system (6), which is J(_(t, ..., 0, O+On/, 0/, t/), holomorphic at
t’=t. If we define b(t’) and b/(t’) so that (0, t’, b(t’)) e Xo, b(t’)’=(b(t’),
.., b(t’)) by using Pro.position 6, then there is a unique solution (q, p)--

g(t) of ((0) holomorphic in an open neighbourhood of to in (P) satisfy-
ing

lim (t) b (t’).
tl0

In particular, we have
Corollary 10. Suppose the same assumption as in Proposition 9.

Then, for any to e S,/ and b e C with (to, b) e o, there is a unique solution
5(t) of q((0) which is holomorphic at to and limt0 5(t)=b.

4. Application o Theorem 1 to q(. In this section, we use x=
(x,, ..., x.) instead o (q, p). Suppose that ri’=l-0,--t/, e C\(--c, 0]
[1, c), then the system J((t) satisfies the assumptions (A-l), ..., (A-4) in
Section 1. Theorem 1 tells us that there is a -symplectic transformation
(t, x)--.(t,X) which reduces q((t) to a tIamiltonian system (2)with the
Hamiltonian H"

H TXX+ q-(XX ), H S 0.
This observation combined with Proposition 9 leads to
Theorem 11. Suppose that r]" 1- 0,- 0+, e C\(- oo, 0] U [1, oo).

Then, for any holomorphic solution (t) of 1((0) at to e S,+ obtained in
Proposition 9, there is a 2n-parameter amily o[ solutions o

,q((O) of the form
x(t)=(t)+(t, X(t)), (t, X) e (fflx),

where x--5(t)+(t, X) is a #-symplectic transformation/or a domain
D(to, r, p)" ={(t, x) e C; It-tol<r, [x,x+l, [tx/,l, Ix, lp (i:/:n+ 1)}

with some positive constants r and p, and X(t) is given by
X(t)=(ct+"/, c, c, c/t-’/, Cn +, Cn),

C, ".’, Cz being arbitrary constants.
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